Research Looks At How Mortgage Delinquencies Affect Scores
How much impact does a short sale have on FICO® Scores? How about a foreclosure? Since I frequently
hear these questions from clients and others, I thought I’d share new FICO research that sheds light on
this very subject.
The FICO study simulated various types of mortgage delinquencies on three representative credit
bureau profiles of consumers scoring 680, 720 and 780, respectively. I say “representative profiles”
because we focused on consumers whose credit characteristics (e.g., utilization, delinquency history,
age of file) were typical of the three score points considered. All consumers had an active currently‐paid‐
as‐agreed mortgage on file.
Results are shown below. The first chart shows the impact on the score for each stage of delinquency,
and the second shows how long it takes the score to fully “recover” after the fact.

All in all, we saw:
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•
•
•
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•

The magnitude of FICO® Score impact is highly dependent on the starting score.
There's no significant difference in score impact between short sale/deed‐in‐lieu/settlement and
foreclosure.
While a score may begin to improve sooner, it could take up to 7‐10 years to fully recover,
assuming all other obligations are paid as agreed.
In general, the higher starting score, the longer it takes for the score to fully recover.
Even if there’s minimal difference in score impact between moderate and severe delinquencies,
there may be significant difference in time required for the score to fully recover.
This study provides good benchmarks of score impact from mortgage delinquencies. However, it
is important to note that research was done only on select consumer credit profiles. Given the
wide range of credit profiles that exist, results may vary beyond what's in the charts above.

If you have questions about this research, I encourage you to post them here on the blog.
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